I am proud to lead an exceptional team
at Bangor University looking to advance
nuclear technologies in North Wales.
Nuclear energy has played a key role
in the region for many decades and the
end of the Magnox era has opened up
new opportunities, with two exceptional
nuclear licensed sites – Wylfa and
Trawsfynydd on our doorstep – and a
rapidly growing industrial and academic
resource at Bangor University and
our science park, M-SParc. Since its
inception in late 2017 – the Nuclear
Futures Institute has built fabulous
facilities that are being used by leading
industry stakeholders to aid nuclear
technology development. We are ready
and open for business.

“

“

Prof. Bill Lee

Sêr Cymru Professor in Materials for Extreme
Environments
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nuclear@bangor.ac.uk
+44(0)1248 382330
https://nubu.nu
Nuclear Futures
				Dean Street
				Bangor
				Gwynedd
				LL57 1UT

HOW TO FIND US
BY RAIL

Bangor (Gwynedd) station
is only 3 hours and 20
minutes from London Euston
and roughly 2 hours from
Liverpool and Manchester

NUCLEAR
FUTURES
INSTITUTE
Bangor University

BY ROAD

The Nuclear Futures Institute
is easily accessed via the A55,
North Wales Expressway

BY AIR

Holyhead

There are good links to Manchester
Airport and Liverpool John Lennon
Airport

BY SEA

Liverpool

Manchester

BANGOR

Birmingham

Cardiff

London

Regular ferry services operate
between Dublin and Holyhead and
take roughly 2 hours and 30
minutes

ACCOMMODATION

The Bangor University Management Centre offers 4*
en-suite rooms and can be booked by calling
01248 365900
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NUCLEAR
RESEARCH
IN WALES

RESEARCH THEMES
Materials
•
•
•
•

Materials modelling, design, and manufacturing
Atomic scale modelling of materials
Advanced fuel development
Radiation shielding materials

Nuclear Control & Instrumentation

• Health monitoring systems for next generation nuclear
reactors
• AI techniques for secure and resilient operations of nuclear
energy systems
• Integration of nuclear energy with renewable energy

Reactor Design & Thermal Hydraulics

• Advanced methods for nuclear reactor simulations and core
design
• Advancing knowledge in practical plant operation and core
monitoring
• Improvements in new-generation reactor safety

Co-Generation

• Deep decarbonisation of industrial processes including
steelmaking, aluminium production, and hydrogen gas
production
• Enabling future nuclear plants to be used more efficiently, by
switching between electricity generation and cogeneration
applications
• Decarbonisation of domestic energy with district heating and
other technologies

Regulation & Policy

• Harmonisation of safety standards in nuclear licenced sites
• Strengthening the decommissioning processes
• Facilitate the development of a set of design safety guidelines
for fusion power plants

Nuclear Medicine

• Supporting new medical radionuclide production facilities,
such as the proposed research reactor at Trawsfynydd
• Production, extraction, purification and delivery of medical
radionuclides
• Development of novel medical radionuclides, including
targeted alpha and Auger emitters

Enabling the extraordinary
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PART OF A NUCLEAR
FAMILY
Industrial Partners

Bangor University provides industrially relevant nuclear
research and training. We have close working relationships
with leading nuclear organisations including Westinghouse,
Jacobs, National Nuclear Laboratory, Tokamak Energy,
UKAEA, US National Laboratories and the Nuclear Advanced
Manufacturing Research Centre.

EPSRC Centre for Doctoral Training
in Nuclear Energy Futures
Bangor University is a member of the Nuclear Energy Futures
CDT, together with Imperial College London, the University of
Cambridge, the University of Bristol, and the Open University
this will train over 60 nuclear PhDs. Through this multimillionpound programme, students will receive expert training and
perform world leading research.

Building Networks

The Nuclear Futures Institute has a track record in building
networks and leading consortia. We led the BEIS sponsored
North West Nuclear Arc Science and Innovation Audit and BWR
Hub. We also coordinate and contribute to bids in low-carbon
generation, most recently, helping to secure funding through
the North Wales Growth Deal (Egni). The Nuclear Futures
Institute also maintains good links with further education
colleges.
Further to this, the NFI is leading several EPSRC sponsored
consortia including collaborations between UK academia
and Indian researchers as part of the UK-India Civil Nuclear
Programme. We are also part of the National Nuclear User
Facility infrastructure, being granted funds to build the Bangor
University Fuel Fabrication Facility that will act as a focal point
for research in the UK and internationally.

